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Abstract 

Statistically, the largest proportion of pedestrian road accidents and fatalities occur when crossing 

the road, especially within cities. We propose an edge network model that aims to improve 

pedestrian safety by demonstrating how IoT camera sensors can utilise object detection software to 

alert oncoming drivers when pedestrians are crossing the road while the traffic light is green. Weげll 
investigate the performance limitations of the software as well as finding the optimum setup for the 

IoT device when considering positioning and pedestrian count. Weげll also utilise cloud computing 

services to communicate this data with endpoint users such as the department for transport who 

could perform further analysis.   
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2. Aims and Objectives 

 

Before we dive into the project, we should establish some aims and objectives that we want to 

come away from having completed. Firstly, we want to demonstrate an automated process that 

will alert oncoming drivers when pedestrians are crossing at a green traffic light. Once the 

process is launched, it should require no further input from us until we want the demonstration 

to stop. Secondly, we want to investigate the performance limitations of the computer vision-

based object detection software as insight into the ideal design of an optimised real-world setup 

when using a computer vision IoT device relative to moving pedestrians. We then want to 

demonstrate how useful information from this model can be extracted and sent to the cloud for 

analysis by possible endpoint users. Lastly, we want to provide possible solutions to the 

limitations found in the investigation as well as other future work that could build on this 

project. 
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3. Introduction 

 

Wheﾐ ┘e Ioﾐsideヴ pedestヴiaﾐ safet┞, ┘eげヴe thiﾐkiﾐg aHout the Ioﾐditioﾐ iﾐ ┘hiIh soﾏeoﾐe 
travels on foot (or by mobility aid), within the vicinity of a road, and their immediate threat to 

injury or fatality.  

 

In 2019, pedestrians accounted for a staggering 27% of all road deaths: a 3% increase from the 

previous year while the rate of fatalities has stayed fairly constant between 2009 – 2019 as 

illustrated in appendix A (Department for Transport, 2019, p. 9-12). Due to higher populations 

さthe majority of pedestrians killed or seriously injured (KSIげs) occur on urban roadsざ where 

pedestrians and moving vehicles are more likely to come into contact. The department for 

transport has stated that walking さhas a higher risk than driving, probably because of the lack of 

pedestrian-based technologiesざ (Department for Transport, 2015, p. 1-3). Although the fatality 

rate has stayed relatively constant between 2009 and 2019, the rate of those seriously injured 

has seen a gradual decrease as illustrated in appendix B. Itげs oﾐl┞ iﾐ ヴeIeﾐt ┞eaヴs that this ヴate 
has started to plateau which might suggest that the current measures we have in place for 

pedestrian-road safety is reaching its minimum KSI rate which cannot be reduced further 

without the introduction of new processes for improving pedestrian safety. Demonstrating a 

model that focuses on the safety of pedestrians with respect to oncoming traffic is an important 

research objective that has the potential to tackle this statistic, acting as a new approach to 

improve both pedestrian and road safety. 

 

さUnsurprisingly, pedestrians are more likely to be killed or seriously injured while crossing the 

roadざ (Department for Transport, 2015, p. 6).  Whetheヴ itげs duヴiﾐg peak Ioﾏﾏute-to-work times, 

a late Saturday night back from the pub or a busy Sunday of shoppers, pedestrians will inevitably 

cross the road when traffic lights are green. Pedestrians caught in this scenario are most 

commonly in accidents due to factors such as さfailing to look properly, … careless reckless or 

being in a hurryざ and, for ages 16-19, being さimpaired by alcoholざ (Department for Transport, 

2015, p. 10). Due to the fact pedestrians that specifically cross the road pose the greatest threats 

to safety, this model only considers a road crossing. Because けthe ヴisk foヴ pedestヴiaﾐ K“I 
Iasualties is ヲヲ tiﾏes higheヴ thaﾐ foヴ Iaヴ oIIupaﾐtsげ (Department for Transport, 2015, p. 3), we 

want to use the ﾏodel to help ヴeduIe this faItoヴ to the poiﾐt ┘heヴe itげs Ioﾐsideヴed safeヴ foヴ 
pedestrians to travel on foot/by mobility aid than to use vehicles, particularly in urban areas. 

With the increased efforts to eﾐIouヴage the puHliI to けgo gヴeeﾐげ H┞ ┘alkiﾐg oヴ usiﾐg puHliI 
transport, this a timely project.  

 

An IoT (Internet of Things) device is a piece of hardware that can read and communicate data 

within a network of other devices, most commonly via the internet. When we talk about an IoT 

de┗iIe, ┘eげヴe ﾐot ヴefeヴヴiﾐg to staﾐdaヴd Ioﾏputiﾐg de┗iIes suIh as desktops, laptops, oヴ 
smartphones, but rather devices that non-traditionally use the internet and form part of a 

communicative network such as a smart watch or sensor camera. In this project, we will explore, 

demonstrate, and discuss the use of IoT devices to reduce the threat towards pedestrian safety.  

 

The report is structured as follows. In section 4 we explore some existing work that seeks to 

improve road safety which this project will follow on from or work in collaboration with. Weげll 
also look at the relevant technologies that could be used to carry out this project. In section 5, 

┘eげll justif┞ the tools used to Iaヴヴ┞ out the deﾏoﾐstヴatioﾐ ┘hile desIヴiHiﾐg the pヴoIess of 
achieving a fully functioning edge network that can improve pedestrian safety and how useful 
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information can be extracted from it and analysed in the cloud. In section 6 ┘eげll disIuss the 
output result with different dependent variables such as pedestrian quantity, road layout and 

how these results could be used for further analytics by various endpoint users connected to the 

edge network. Having concluded this work in section 7, weげll then go onto discuss future work in 

section 8 that builds on this model in a real-world setting as well as additional features that 

could further improve safety. In section 9 ┘eげll self-reflect on this project and how the MSc 

course has provided me with the tools and skills to carry this project and prepare for future 

work.  
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4. Background Material 

4.1 - Distinguishing and Quantifying Pedestrian Safety 

Pedestヴiaﾐ safet┞ should He ideﾐtified as sepaヴate to Iヴiﾏe safet┞. Weげヴe aiﾏiﾐg to pヴe┗eﾐt 
casualties and fatalities due to road traffic accidents as opposed to intentional harm caused by 

criminal activity. An example method of preventing crime safety would be a CCTV camera that 

aids identifying and potentially preventing a criminal act from taking place. The following 

existing work focuses on models designed to aid pedestrian safety.  

 

Pedestrian safety can be quantified based on the indi┗idualげs deIisioﾐ ﾏakiﾐg. さThe pedestrian 

chooses a path that maximises its utility in terms of two criteria: overall length and risk of a road 

crash incidentざ. When considering a model where traffic lights are green and a pedestrian has 

decided to cross the road, this decision making has effectively been made and can no longer be 

considered a variable but a constant (Corcoran, 2018, p. 5).  

 

4.2 - Road Crossing and Pedestrian Model Designs 

 

The following information on road crossings will help us when it comes to designing the road 

crossing model simulation. The minimum width for a pedestrian road crossing is 2.4 metres, 

however, if the crossing is considered popular (most urban crossings), the minimum should be 4 

metres. A busy crossing is one where the flow of pedestrians is over 600 per hour, in which case 

a wider crossing should be put in place. For a pelican crossing, さwhich uses far-side pedestrian 

signal heads and a flashing amber/flashing green crossing periodざ, it has a maximum width of 10 

metres. Beyond this distance, an island must be introduced to split the road into two crossings: 

one for each traffic direction. When considering visibility, pedestrians must be able to see 

oncoming traffic with no obstruction from objects such as parked cars or trees. Furthermore, 

instances such as wheelchair users and children should also be considered when ensuring full 

visibility for drivers (Department of Transport, 1995, p. 1-3). 

When considering the design of our pedestrian models, the average height for a male in the UK 

is 1.78m and 1.64m for a female (WorldData.info, No date).  

 

4.3 - Understanding Pedestrian Safety Risks 

 

The threat towards pedestrian safety can be further broken down into two categories: fatality 

risk and accident risk, the former causing death, the latter resulting in injury. With the 

pedestヴiaﾐsげ deIisioﾐ-making factor kept constant (to cross while the traffic light is still green), 

there are certain variables that can increase the risk of fatality. Darkness of the road can 

iﾐIヴease this ヴisk espeIiall┞ ┘heﾐ theヴeげs ﾐo stヴeet lightiﾐg as ┘ell as the ヴoad Heiﾐg Hi-
directional as opposed to one-way. The speed limit of the road is also a key contributing factor 

where studies show that increasing the limit by 10km/h increase the probability of death by 37% 

(Olszewski, 2015, p. 89).  

 

4.4 - Understanding a Complete IoT Network 

 

There are various technologies involved in IoT. These technologies are placed at different tiers: 

Sensors, Microcontrollers, and Internet Connectivity/Service platforms (Kumar, 2019). The 

sensors that communicate with the microcontroller (which runs the specific software) is 

connected to an IoT platform, さwhich integrates data from the different devices and applies 
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analytics to share the most valuable information with applications built to address specific 

needsざ (Clark, 2016). This explains how these 3 components must work together to not only 

detect in real time for immediate threat to safety but use the relevant information extracted 

from this action for analysis to future improve safety. 

An IoT designed for transportation purposes is built on a 5-layer architecture in which we can 

apply our three-tier technology as illustrated in appendix C. Firstly, a perception layer made up 

of sensors, with the relevant software installed on the microcontroller, collects information, for 

example speed, positioning, or quantity of a particular object. The co-ordination layer provides 

the means of securely communicating this information to the rest of the network. In real-world 

applications this could be via Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or 4G. The さHヴaiﾐ…ヴespoﾐsiHle foヴ stoヴiﾐg, 
processing, and analysing the informationざ is found at the artificial intelligence layer and most 

commonly in the form of a cloud computing platform, responsible for big data analysis. The 

application layer is based on what we assign this network to do. This could be something that 

improves tヴaffiI safet┞ oヴ peヴhaps aﾐal┞sis to iﾏpヴo┗e tヴaffiI. Lastl┞, the Husiﾐess la┞eヴげs さmajor 

ヴespoﾐsiHilit┞…is to foヴesight stヴategies foヴ the de┗elopﾏeﾐt of Husiﾐess ﾏodels Hased oﾐ the 
application usage data and statistical analysis of the dataざ (Kaiwartya, 2016, p. 5360-5361). In a 

transportation sense, this could be, for example, analysing the number of central London traffic 

users against unpaid congestion charges to investigate what proportion of users forget to pay 

their congestion charge.  

4.5 - Improving Safety with IoT 

 

Human beings are almost exclusively the focus when considering safety within any environment. 

In manufacturing industries, a vast majority of accident-related injuries and fatalities are due to 

human error when incorrectly following control procedures, also known as Lockout tagout 

(LOTO) procedures, when handling electrics and machinery. In this case study, the introduction 

of IoT based LOTO devices on machinery is aiﾏed to iﾏpヴo┗e a ┘oヴkeヴげs oHedieﾐIe to 
procedures by alerting a supervisor or manager if their action is incorrect and hence a threat to 

their safety. An application of IoT such as this proves the importance of minimal latency when 

communicating with a supervisor or manager. さThe SMS must reach within standard/defined 

time and actuation must happen within standard/defined timeざ to minimise the threat to a 

useヴげs safet┞ ふKuﾏaヴ, 2019).  

 

4.6 - Improving Transport Safety with IoT 

Using IoT devices to improve safety in transportation has the potential to reduce KSI rate. AWS 

are a leading company in improving the overall performance of transportation networks. One of 

these performance-aims is to improve safety by さdelivering real-time decision supportざ. It takes a 

large amount of various data processing to ensure that someone travels as safe as quick and 

efficient as possible. Another aim looks to absorb this さdata from multiple mobile end-pointsざ. 

This is an idea that using millions of IoT sensors can be made accessible for real-time support. To 

reduce traffic-related fatalities, AWS suggest capturing not only crash incidents but さhigh risk 

behavioursざ such as near misses and red-light violations. This captured data is processed through 

AWS analytic and Machine Learning services to better understand how roads could be improved 

or what measures, such as road signs, should be in place (AWS, 2020). 
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4.7 - Improving Pedestrian Safety with IoT 

 

Aﾐ eﾏeヴgiﾐg teIhﾐolog┞ fヴoﾏ ヴeIeﾐt ┞eaヴs is the iﾐteヴﾐet of ┗ehiIles ふIoVげsぶ ┘hiIh is a blanket 

term that covers various communication between vehicle and other devices including さvehicle-

to-vehicle, vehicle-to-roadside, vehicle to infrastructure of cellular networks, vehicle-to-person 

devices and vehicle-to-sensorsざ ふKaiwartya, 2016, p. 5359).  

 

Pedestrian IoV detection technologies are surfacing in newer models of vehicles. For Volvo, their 

cars display a さcollisioﾐ ┘aヴﾐiﾐg… ┘heﾐ theヴe is a ヴisk of Iollidiﾐg ┘ith a pedestヴiaﾐ, I┞Ilist oヴ 
vehicleざ. A drawback to this technology, which poses thought for future work, is that the IoV 

device requires a full-bodied view of the pedestrian combined with stationary or さnormal human 

pattern of movementざ. This drawback may result in the inability to detect pedestrians that use 

mobility aid or bicycles. Another detection drawback is that the pedestrian must be at least 

80cm. A result of this drawback could obstruct the detection of small children (Volvo, 2020). 

 

In Melbourne, camera sensors are being introduced to detect cyclists and pedestrians in real 

time at road crossings. The aim is to adjust the length of crossing times in direct correlation with 

the number of pedestrians waiting on the pavement to cross. The model focuses on the number 

of pedestrians as its independent variable. The idea is to benefit drivers and pedestrians: the 

former to reduce unnecessary delays to drivers when minimal or no pedestrians are crossing and 

the latteヴ to gi┗e a safeヴ aﾏouﾐt of tiﾏe to Iヴoss ┘heﾐ itげs Hus┞ ふBiI┞Ile Net┘oヴk, ヲヰヲヱぶ.  

4.8 - Detecting Objects with Computer Vision in Transportation 

Traditionally, object detection software applies its さmodel to an image at multiple locations and 

scales. High scoring regions of the image are considered detectionsざ (Redmon, 2016). In 

transportation, a pipeline methodology is used for describing computer vision installation and 

application as described in appendix D. Firstly, for さImage and Video Captureざ we must consider 

さfield of ┗ie┘…, ヴuggedﾐess aﾐd Iostざ. This is followed by さData Pre-Processingざ where the 

camera is correctly positioned, and its plane of sight covers the entire surface area of the road 

crossing. This also considers factors such as さHヴightﾐess…aﾐd ﾏotioﾐ staHilisatioﾐざ. さFeature 

Extractionざ identifies the relevant pixels within the real-tiﾏe iﾏage thatげs Iaptuヴed H┞ the 
camera. Foヴ this ﾏodel, ┘eげヴe iﾐteヴested iﾐ the pi┝els that correspond to the pedestrians. Our 

software must be able to detect heads, arms, and bodies etc. The さinference engineざ is the point 

at which the sensor さtakes as input the feature descriptors and emits a hypothesis or decisionざ. 

This is the detection certainty that the software displays on each bounding box having detected 

an object. さData Presentation and Feedbackざ for our software will be outputting the percentage 

likelihood that the local feature extracted is a pedestrian (using a minimum certainty to allow a 

positive ID). This publication goes on to explain the application of computer vision for counting 

pedestrians. A potential challenge posed by them is the fact that さpeople tend to walk and wait 

in platoonsざ (Loce, 2017, p. 8-10).  

A study made in Rwanda used computer vision to track pedestrians crossing foot-trail bridges. In 

this use case, computer vision is used to observe people while tracking their movements, 

iﾐIludiﾐg the diヴeItioﾐ of tヴa┗el Hased oﾐ tヴaIks. Wheﾐ ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg people iﾐ ヴeal tiﾏe itげs 
important to get approval from an ethics or data community to install a camera in public. They 

used an さopen source Darknet implementation of the YOLO (You Only Look Once) object 

detection deep neural network that is pretrained to, among other things, detect people at frame 

rateざ. When comparing the detection performance between image stills and videos, they found 
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that さthe motion-activated video-clip files provided greater support for the computer vision 

algorithm compared to the stillsざ (Thomas, 2020).  

 

YOLO, a real-time object detection tool of revolutionary speed and accuracy, さdivides the image 

into regions and predicts bounding boxes and probabilities for each regionざ. The benefits of 

using YOLO is that it improves on classifier-based (さpredicting the class of given data pointsざ) by 

making a prediction using さsingle network evaluationざ to apply bounding boxes to the object in 

real-time thus feeding an output as the software sees it (Redmon, 2016).  

 

A problem that currently stands with deep learning object detection methods are さthe effects of 

small pedestrian ratios and considerable differences in the aspect ratios of input imagesざ. 

Performance decreases exponentially as the distance between pedestrians and camera increases 

(Wei-Yen, 2021, p. 934).  

4.9 - Edge and Cloud Computing 

Previously, when we discussed the 5-layer architecture of a Transportation IoT network, the 

third-tier technology is a centralised IoT platform in which data generated by each device is sent 

for analysis. Cloud platforms offer scalable, さhigh-computational capacity with moderate 

response timeざ making it suitable for this network of data to communicate with (Munoz, 2018, 

p. 1420).  

A particular study uses cloud computing services to create a さreal-time ECG monitoring systemざ 

IoT de┗iIe. Data thatげs ヴead H┞ the ECG is sent and stored in an AWS S3 Bucket for analysis. 

けMessage けQueuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)げ pヴotoIol aﾐd けHyper Text Transfer Protocol 

(HTTP)げ pヴo┗ide the gate┘a┞ Het┘eeﾐ de┗iIe aﾐd Iloud platfoヴﾏ (Manju, 2021).  

A fundamental analytics tool within AWS is Amazon Athena: けaﾐ iﾐteヴaIti┗e query service that 

makes it easy to analyse data in S3 using standard SQL. Athena is serverless so there is no 

iﾐfヴastヴuItuヴe to ﾏaﾐage, aﾐd ┞ou pa┞ oﾐl┞ foヴ the ケueヴies ┞ou ヴuﾐげ (AWS, 2021). 

The study by Munoz et al. that we mentioned before, challenges IoT devices using the cloud 

considering an exponential increase of IoT devices is predicted to be deployed in the upcoming 

years. さOne core cloud infrastructure is not a long-term scalable solutionざ. A more suitable 

method of distributing the analytics to reduce the workload on the cloud is by sharing some of 

this analysis on the edge. In transportation, it is さﾏissioﾐ IヴitiIal IoT applications, with very 

stringent delay requirements, may require performing IoT analytics in the edge in order to 

perform real-time actionsざ (Munoz, 2018).  
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5. Methodology 

 

Iﾐ this seItioﾐ, ┘eげll desIヴiHe the ﾏethod Iaヴヴied out to Huild, deﾏoﾐstヴate aﾐd e┝peヴiﾏeﾐt ┘ith 
our pedestrian crossing model. In section 4.1, we outline the design of this model using the 5-

la┞eヴ aヴIhiteItuヴe disIussed iﾐ seItioﾐ ン. Iﾐ ヴ.ヲ ┘eげll disIuss the physical setup of our model, 

including the design of our pedestrian model. From there, we explain the setup of the object 

detection software in 4.3. The traffic light simulation component is explained in 4.4 as well as 

the overall edge network that responds to it. We then explain how we obtain results in 4.5 while 

moving this important data to the cloud in sub-section 4.6. 

 

5.1 - Approach 

 

In this section, we propose a model that aims to reduce the threat of pedestrian safety by 

alerting oncoming traffic that pedestrians are crossing the road when traffic lights are green. The 

flowchart in figure 1 explains the IoT network process that occur dependent on the traffic light 

colour. 

 

 
Figure 1: A flowchart that describes the IoT network process  

 

The basis of our design is inspired by the technology components described in [12] as well as the 

5-layer architecture explained in [11]. Given that this project is a demonstration, we will use 

tools suitable for a project of this magnitude with further discussion on how it translates and 

scales up to make it suitable for real-world application. Ouヴ けpeヴIeptioﾐ la┞eヴげ is an IoT device 

that uses a laptop webcam and けYOLOヴげ soft┘aヴe: a vision-based object detection system that 

uses machine learning to identify certain objects. The appropriateness of using this version of 

object detection is the fact that it can run in real-time and is extremely fast compared to 

previous models. It also has the benefit of off-the-shelf use for users not familiar with writing 

computing vision, machine learning scripts. As this model, mission-critically, must have minimal 

latency (and considering research made from [15]) this IoT device will communicate with the 

traffic light and digital road sign within an edge network ふpaヴt oﾐe of the けaヴtifiIial iﾐtelligeﾐIeげ 
[11] layer). This edge network makes our けcommunication layerげ [11] relatively straight forward, but 

┘hatげs ﾏoヴe, is that it keeps in theme with [15] by only sending streamlined, relevant data 

across to our cloud platform: Amazon S3 which is connected with Amazon Athena (part two of 
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the けaヴtifiIial iﾐtelligeﾐIeげ [11] layer) to reduce data traffic and possible delays. Our final layer: the 

けHusiﾐess la┞eヴげ, will be based on our discussion of potential, analytical use cases for cloud 

endpoint users such as the department for transport in ways in which they can improve road 

layout and traffic. We can summarise the sequence like so: 

 

 
 

Figure 2: A UML Sequence model of the IoT network process 

 

To test the ﾏodelげs ヴeliaHilit┞, ┘e will investigate the effect of variables like pedestrian numbers, 

physical features of the pedestrians and various positioning of the IoT device along different 

axes. These processes are described in the following sub sections 

 

5.2 - Traffic Light Crossing Model Construction 

 

The IoT device is a 2015 MacBook Pro laptop that uses a 720p FaceTime HD camera. Using 

photographed faces attached to card cut-outs (approximately 20 cm in height and scaled to 

represent the average male height), weげヴe able to setup stills of pedestrians crossing the road bi-

directionally. The direction of travel is illustrated by faces or back of heads. In this model we use 

a range of crossing lengths thatげs sIaled, approximately, to the size of our pedestrian cut outs. 

Weげll theﾐ deplo┞ ouヴ pedestヴiaﾐs in various numbers while changing the width of roads. These 

different volumes of pedestrian clusters will allow us to test the performance of the computer 

vision to see if denser volumes affect its ability to identify every pedestrian. Our number of 

pedestrians in each scenario will range from a minimum of 1 pedestrian, to represent さケuieteヴざ 
periods, to 15 for さHus┞ざ peヴiods. A photograph of this set up is presented in figure 3.   
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Figure 3: A snapshot of the road crossing model for applying computer vision 

 

5.3 - Setting up the YOLOr 

 

As this ﾏodel doesﾐげt ヴeケuiヴe modifications to the code to train new objects (humans are 

already trained), we can install an off-the-shelf version of YOLOr. As ┘eげヴe ヴuﾐﾐiﾐg the object 

detection software from the CPU, we need to ensure that PyCharm and Anaconda are installed 

as prerequisites. Weげヴe then able to initiate a conda environment in which the YOLOr software 

will run as well as pip installing any dependencies that we doﾐげt Iuヴヴeﾐtl┞ ha┗e.  

To test the object detection is working correctly, we input the following command within our 

environment to detect objects from a specified image, in this example, a horse: 

 

python detect.py --source inference/images/horses.jpg --cfg 

cfg/yolor_p6.cfg --weights yolor_p6.pt --conf 0.25 --img-size 1280 -

-device cpu --save-txt 

 

Figure 4: The command for executing the YOLOr software [1] 

 

Once the software has executed the command, an output image with detection boxes is saved. 

appendix E confirms the object detection is functioning correctly. To run the software on a 

webcam in real time, we change the ┗alue foヴ け--souヴIeげ to けヰげ. Now when we run the command 

a new window will display the output with object detection applied (appendix F) and a 

description of what object (and quantity) has been detected in that frame (appendix G).  
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5.4 - Completing our Edge Network 

 

With YOLOr installed, we use Python to create a complete edge network that allows this 

software to interact with a traffic light simulation and subsequent digital road sign.  

 

The basis of the traffic light simulator uses real-time to achieve automated signal change which 

we allocate to variable called けcurrent_lightげ. The first 30 seconds of a minute sets this variable 

to けG‘EENげ, between 30-45 itげs Ihaﾐged to けAMBE‘げ aﾐd the fiﾐal ヱヵ seIoﾐds changed to け‘EDげ.  
 

We begin by executing the command from figure 4 ふsouヴIe set to けヰげぶ. Wheﾐ this ヴuﾐs, a 

suHseケueﾐt けpedestヴiaﾐ.t┝tげ file is opened. A while loop is used to run the object detection 

software for 12.2 seIoﾐds Hefoヴe itげs killed. Itげs fouﾐd through trial and error that for this 

laptopげs CPU, it takes 12.2 seconds for the process to initiate, detect and record one line of data. 

If we configured it to allow more than one output per loop, when it comes to extracting this 

information to the cloud, our system will think more pedestrians are present than what is true.  

 

While the process is running and recording output data on the CLI, it also saves the information 

to another .txt file uﾐdeヴ the output diヴeItoヴ┞. Itげs fヴoﾏ this output.txt file that we read from to 

send the correct signals to the digital road sign. If the line records a 0, which represents a 

person, ┘e ┘ill pヴiﾐt けPE‘“ON DETECTEDげ aﾐd set a けpeヴsoﾐ_seeﾐげ ┗aヴiaHle to ヱ. This is mainly for 

our benefit to ensure the script is running correctly when comparing this output to the road sign. 

Now, if the けperson_seenげ variable is eケual to oﾐe aﾐd the けIuヴヴeﾐt_lightげ ┗aヴiaHle is eケual to 
けG‘EENげ, the digital ヴoad sigﾐ ┘ill eﾏit け“LOW DOWN, PEDE“T‘IAN“ C‘O““INGげ. Wheﾐ this isﾐげt 
the case, ┘e pヴiﾐt け“IGNAL OFFげ to kﾐo┘ that the sigﾐ isﾐげt displa┞ing anything.    

 

During this event, we have another for loop that reads the output.txt file to count how many 

pedestrians have been detected in this instance. This information is then written to the 

pedestrian.txt file format. Itげs iﾏpoヴtaﾐt that the Ioﾐteﾐts of the output.t┝t file is truncated 

duヴiﾐg eaIh けG‘EENげ sigﾐal iﾐstaﾐIe. 
 

5.5 - Obtaining Results 

 

When demonstrating the pedestrian detection model, we want to challenge some of the 

drawbacks found from previous research as well as a series of possible factors that could affect 

the Ioﾏputeヴ ┗isioﾐ soft┘aヴeげs peヴfoヴﾏaﾐIe to investigate its limits. We will explain these 

results for each scenario in a set of sub sections. 

 

We begin by placing the IoT device to one end of a rectangular table (with grey sheeting to 

match road colour) that will imitate the road layout or plane of view. The background will 

remain constant. Weげll atteﾏpt to keep lightiﾐg as Ioﾐstant as possible although results may be 

taken from various points of the day.  
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As aﾐ iﾐitial test of YOLOヴげs peヴfoヴﾏaﾐIe ふHefoヴe iﾐtヴoduIiﾐg the suH seItioﾐ sIeﾐaヴiosぶ, ┘e take 

careful consideration into the appearance of our pedestrian figures to see whether any factors 

would reduce detection capability. These factors are (image captured in appendix H.1-J.3): 

 

➢ Varied pedestrian size  

➢ Some pedestrians wearing a hat 

➢ The back of the head (short male hair, long female hair) 

➢ Varied hair lengths 

 

We run the object detection software five times on each physical variable and obtain an average 

certainty as recorded. We ensure that the distance from the camera is kept constant. 

 

Following this, we arrange a setup with low numbers of pedestrians to represent our first 

scenario. Three and four sets of pedestrians will be placed within the plane as well as a scenario 

that looks at the effect of an anomalous object against desired targets. Weげll theﾐ iﾐIヴease this 
population count to medium and high numbers of pedestrians: eight, nine and ten for the 

medium population scenario, thirteen and fifteen for the high population. Itげs iﾏpoヴtaﾐt that ┘e 
aim to scale each model as accurately as possible. By measuring the length of the pedestrian 

figures, and setting those lengths to average heights, we can scale out minimum and maximum 

road crossing distances according to research found in section 3.2. We can also adjust the IoT 

de┗iIeげs ele┗ation to improve its performance through improved pedestrian certainty.  

 

 Our next scenario looks at finding the optimum angle at which our device could be positioned to 

maximise certainty in real life. We want to explore the maximum limitations so by positioning 

two pedestrians close together to imitate obstructed views will help find this. Once this angle 

has been found within a certainty of roughly 5 degrees, we move onto the next scenario that 

investigates the effect of certainty with distance of the device from the target. 

 

Having explored performance, we let our IoT device run against a group of pedestrians to seek 

confirmation that: 

 

1) The traffic light simulation correctly changes according to real time 

2) The IoT device and digital road sign correctly communicate with one another in the instance 

that pedestヴiaﾐs aヴe deteIted Iヴossiﾐg the ヴoad ┘heﾐ lights aヴe けG‘EENげ 
3) The IoヴヴeIt iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ ふthe IiヴIuﾏstaﾐIe iﾐ poiﾐt t┘oぶ is sa┗ed to けpedestヴiaﾐ.t┝tげ 
4) Ouヴ けJ“ON_Ioﾐ┗eヴteヴげ sIヴipt IoヴヴeItl┞ Ioﾐ┗eヴts the けpedestヴiaﾐ.t┝tげ file to JSON format 

 

5.6 - Moving Data from Edge Network to the Cloud 

 

We want to initiate a network connection between our IoT and cloud platform for delivering the 

pedestrian data for reading online, downloading, or running SQL queries against. Therefore, we 

need to convert our pedestrian.txt file into JSON format to make it readable for SQL querying. 

appendix J is a snapshot of our script created to convert .txt to JSON. Note this JSON document 

must be slightly altered to the correct, simplified format that works for Amazon Athena. The 

script splits each line and assigns each column of values to the fields described which are 

contained within a set of brace brackets. No comma should be at the end of the curly brackets. 

We must also ensure that each field value is set as the correct data type. 
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Now we have the correct format of our data, ready for sending to the cloud. We want to 

demonstrate a conceptual process in which various endpoint users can access this information. 

We therefore need three resources from Amazon Web Services (AWS): 

 

1) Amazon S3  

2) Identity Access Management (IAM) 

3) Amazon Athena 

Logging into the AWS console as a root user, we begin by creating an S3 bucket. We configure 

the uﾐiケue HuIket ﾐaﾏe: けpedestヴiaﾐ-crossing-sンげ aﾐd assigﾐ it to the eu-west-2 region as all our 

endpoint users would be based in the UK. For this scenario, we will disable server-side 

encryption of objects (our files) for the purpose of this demonstration. With this bucket created, 

we upload the .txt and .json file to the bucket.  

We ﾐo┘ ┘aﾐt to Iヴeate a ﾏoIk eﾐdpoiﾐt useヴ, iﾐ this Iase, the UK go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐtげs depaヴtﾏent for 

transport. Under the IAM resource, we first have to setup Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) as 

the root user to improve security. We then add a new user and configure their access type, in 

this case, password for accessing the console. A User Group is created which allows us to apply 

peヴﾏissioﾐs that eaIh useヴ ┘ithiﾐ the gヴoup ┘ill iﾐheヴit. Iﾐ this Iase, ┘eげ┗e peヴﾏitted ouヴ 
けDepaヴtﾏeﾐt_foヴ_Tヴaﾐspoヴtげ useヴ to Ihaﾐge theiヴ IAM Useヴ Pass┘oヴd aﾐd ha┗e ‘ead Oﾐl┞ aIIess 
to Amazon S3 as illustrated in appendix K. We also have the option to make the bucket public if, 

in real-world, it was decided that the data be made to the public. 

With “ン aﾐd IAM iﾐ plaIe, ┘eげヴe ヴead┞ to poiﾐt Aﾏazoﾐ Atheﾐa iﾐ the diヴeItioﾐ of the .JSON file 

as our data source. We create a table and list the field names to those matching within our 

けJ“ON-Ioﾐ┗eヴteヴげ sIヴipt. We also have the option to save query output results to either our 

けpedestヴiaﾐ-crossing-sンげ HuIket oヴ a diffeヴeﾐt HuIket. Foヴ this deﾏoﾐstヴatioﾐ ┘eげll use a sepaヴate 
bucket as we want our endpoint users to only see the queries made by them and not others. 

Now we can use the Athena dashboard to run SQL queries against our table with results saved to 

S3. This completes our cloud demonstration. 
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6. Results and Analysis 

When reviewing the aims and objectives in section 2, the sets of results that we set out to find 

were, firstly, to demonstrate an automated process that will alert oncoming drivers when 

pedestrians are crossing at a green traffic light. Secondly, to find performance limitations of the 

computer vision based YOLOr software. Thirdly, demonstrate how useful information within this 

model can be extracted and sent to the cloud for further analysis. Lastly, to identify any other 

limitations, for instance in the hardware, to support possible solutions for future work. 

We discovered one setback with our IoT device in which the camera lens was not particularly 

wide angled which, unavoidably, limited our width to which pedestrians could be placed if we 

wanted to keep the model scaled to size. This limit was found to be 4 pedestrians. We also found 

that the IoT device should be raised to approximately twice the height of the pedestrians to give 

the device optimum potential to detect all pedestrians in each scenario (illustrated in appendix 

L) 

6.1 - Simulating a range of Pedestrian Crossing Scenarios 

 

Figure 5 displays the results of average certainties when detecting pedestrians with various 

physical attributes. 

Variable Factor Average Certainty of Person 

Varied Pedestrian Size (Larger) (0.82+0.83+0.80+0.82+0.79)/5 = 0.81 

Varied Pedestrian Size (Smaller) (0.85 + 0.73 + 0.87 + 0.74 + 0.80)/5 = 0.80 

Pedestrian Wearing a Hat (0.75 + 0.83 + 0.76 + 0.81 + 0.84)/5 = 0.80 

Back of the Head (Male, Short Hair) (0.78+0.82+0.75+0.67+0.84)/5 = 0.77 

Back of the Head (Female, Long Hair) (0.71+0.69+0.72+0.62+0.67)/5 = 0.68 

 

Figure 5: Table of certainties for physical pedestrian variables 

All variables provided ﾐo Ihaﾐge to the YOLOヴげs aHilit┞ to deteIt the iﾐdi┗idual ┘hiIh pヴo┗ided us 
with confidence to proceed. However, the average certainty for each variable type did vary. The 

larger and smaller pedestrian models as well as the pedestrian wearing a hat had the highest 

value with only 0.01 difference between them. The male back of the head had a slightly lower 

average of 0.77 however the female back of the head had a considerably lower score of 0.68. 

An immediate drawback from our model was the frame rate. The IoT device would typically 

capture a frame, on average, every 3 seconds. This was due to the performance of the computer 

vision software when running on ouヴ laptopげs paヴtiIulaヴ CPU. Ideally, the software would be 

running on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to increase the frame rate. However, the ability to 

capture motionless pedestrians with bounding boxes in real-time by a degree of high certainty (< 

0.8) remained unaffected which suffices for this demonstration.  
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6.1.1 - Low Pedestrian Count 

 

Camera position = eye level (9.5 inches) 

 

Figure 6 demonstrates our typical setup with a low number of pedestrians crossing. To ensure 

the model was correctly scaled in keeping with the distances mentioned in section 4.2, the road 

width must be greater than 11.8 inches. For this scenario, we didnげt ┘aﾐt to e┝Ieed the leﾐgth of 
19.67 inches (minimum width for a popular crossing). The pedestrians were then scattered 

evenly within these two constraints. We scanned 3 (two camera facing and one walking) and 4 

pedestrians (two camera facing and two walking away) for this model as it resulted in minimal 

overlap when positioning the camera adjacent to the crossing direction. We also arranged an 

anomalous object behind three pedestrians.  

 

 

Figure 6: Model setup of 3 Pedestrians 

 

 Pedestrian Detection Certainty 

Reading  Pedestrian 1 Pedestrian 2 Pedestrian 3 Average 

1st 0.85 0.89 0.60 0.78 

2nd 0.59 0.69 0.70 0.66 

3rd 0.83 0.72 0.59 0.71 

4th 0.75 0.86 0.78 0.80 

5th 0.82 0.84 0.50 0.72 

    0.73 

Figure 7: Table of certainties for 3 pedestrians 

For the results in figure 7, there were occasional dips in certainties throughout the 5 

readings for each pedestrian, however, the average certainty remains at a reliably high score 

and always detects the correct number of pedestrians. Comparing these results to the 

pedestriansげ positioning in figure 6, we noticed that pedestrian 3 has noticeably lower 

certainties when no obvious reason would explain it doing so.  
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Figure 8: Model setup for 4 pedestrians 

 Pedestrian Detection Certainty   

Reading  Pedestrian 1 Pedestrian 2 Pedestrian 3 Pedestrian 4 Average 

1st 0.66 0.63 0.83 0.82 0.74 

2nd 0.60 0.62 0.67 0.80 0.67 

3rd 0.42 0.47 0.75 0.76 0.60 

4th 0.51 0.63 0.73 0.84 0.68 

5th 0.41 0.66 0.80 0.89 0.69 

     0.68 

 

Figure 9: Table of certainties for 4 pedestrians 

In figure 9, results show that the average certainty decreased by approximately 7%. 

Noticeably this time, the certainties of each pedestrian would increase going from left to 

right. This could be due to the uneven distribution of indoor artificial light.  

 

Figure 10: Model setup for 3 pedestrians with anomaly 
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Reading  Pedestrian 1 Pedestrian 2 Pedestrian 3 Average 

1st 0.59 0.67 0.51 0.59 

2nd 0.59 0.61 0.48 0.56 

3rd 0.54 0.66 0.41 0.54 

4th 0.81 0.81 0.46 0.69 

5th 0.68 0.81 0.50 0.66 

    0.61 

 

Figure 11: Table of certainties for 3 pedestrians with anomaly 

The detection certainty for the anomalous object remained consistently high (between 0.85 and 

0.88) for each reading whereas certainties for each pedestrian had dipped further compared to 

the results in figure 9 and 10. There was no evidence for a change in contrast when introducing 

this object indicating that the addition of a different object type could affect the certainties of 

other objects in the plane but that would require further investigation. 

Our IoT output detected the correct number of pedestrians in each scenario. The average 

certainty for detected pedestrians was 0.73, 0.68 and 0.61 respectively. The graph in appendix M 

illustrates how the average certainty decreases by an average of 0.12 as the number of 

pedestrians are increased or when introducing an anomalous object.  

6.1.2 - Medium Pedestrian Count 

Camera Position = 16 inches 

In keeping with the ﾏodelげs sIalaHilit┞, the minimum distance from the Iaﾏeヴaげs positioﾐ ┘as 
19.67 inches which classifies this scenario as a popular road crossing. We scanned 8 pedestrians 

(4 camera facing and 4 walking away), 9 pedestrians (5 camera facing and 4 walking away) and 

10 pedestrians (5 camera facing and 4 walking away) in various arrangements as illustrated in 

figures below. No┘ that the ﾐuﾏHeヴ of pedestヴiaﾐs has iﾐIヴeased, ┘eげd e┝peIt to see a gヴeateヴ 
diversity in certainties given the results. This subsection looks at how large these differences are. 

 

 

Figure 12: Model setup for 8 pedestrians 
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 Pedestrian Detection Certainty  

Reading  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Average 

1st 0.70 0.35 0.75 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.62 0.86 0.67 

2nd 0.70 0.28 0.59 0.63 0.60 0.77 0.56 0.86 0.62 

3rd 0.69 0.34 0.70 0.58 0.76 0.76 0.48 0.88 0.65 

4th 0.63 0.29 0.75 0.70 0.79 0.81 0.68 0.89 0.69 

5th 0.68 0.41 0.34 0.63 0.63 0.75 0.65 0.86 0.62 

         0.65 

Figure 13: Table of certainties for 8 pedestrians 

Pedestrian 2 had the lowest range of certainties for each reading. This could be a combination of 

this pedestrian being at the lower end of sizes as well as the partial obstruction by pedestrian 1 

and 3. Pedestrian 8 had consistently the highest certainty. We would have expected pedestrian 6 

to be highest given his position, but the faIt that heげs ┘alkiﾐg a┘a┞ Iould Iost the soft┘aヴeげs 
ability to detect as high as it could than if he was facing forward as we learnt from our initial 

けpedestヴiaﾐ ┗aヴiaHlesげ testiﾐg. 

 

Figure 14: Model setup for 9 pedestrians 

 Pedestrian Detection Certainty  

Reading  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Average 

1st 0.80 0.40 0.78 0.68 0.75 0.89 0.70 0.84 0.39 0.69 

2nd 0.81 0.41 0.82 0.68 0.63 0.90 0.66 0.83 0.45 0.69 

3rd 0.73 0.40 0.80 0.70 0.61 0.90 0.64 0.83 0.33 0.66 

4th 0.77 0.30 0.64 0.66 0.70 0.88 0.67 0.78 0.41 0.65 

5th 0.78 0.51 0.61 0.77 0.58 0.84 0.66 0.84 0.39 0.66 

          0.67 

Figure 15: Table of certainties for 9 pedestrians 
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Figure 16: Model setup for 10 pedestrians 

 

 Pedestrian Detection Certainty  
Reading  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 

1st 0.85 0.84 0.42 0.73 0.46 0.49 0.83 0.90 0.73 0.57 0.68 

2nd 0.86 0.85 0.38 0.69 0.47 0.41 0.85 0.91 0.76 0.72 0.69 

3rd 0.84 0.84 0.44 0.59 0.48 0.37 0.87 0.87 0.82 0.57 0.67 

4th 0.86 0.85 0.43 0.75 0.48 0.33 0.76 0.91 0.74 0.60 0.67 

5th 0.84 0.88 0.44 0.74 0.62 0.39 0.83 0.89 0.62 0.66 0.69 

           0.68 

Figure 17: Table of certainties for 10 pedestrians 

For the results in figure 17, pedestrians positioned to the rear of the crossing had the lowest 

range of certainties. Pedestrian 3 and 6, both in similar positions however one facing, the other 

walking away, had a very similar range of certainties. This could suggest that beyond a certain 

distance, the forward/back facing attribute is governed by the distance rather than appearance 

but would require further investigation. 

The correct number of pedestrians were detected in each scenario with occasional drop out 

within one frame. The average pedestrian detection certainty for a medium pedestrian count 

remained reliably consistent with a fluctuation of just 0.03 

6.1.3 - High Pedestrian Count 

Camera level = 20 inches 

We discovered that the cameraげs height was too low for this scenario. The video output, 

appendix N, illustrates how the bounding boxes were too bunched so that we were unable to 

read the certainties. The CLI output was also unable to detect all 13 or 15 pedestrians at this 

height due to obstruction, so the camera was raised to 20 inches to resolve this. 
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Figure 18: Model setup for 13 pedestrians 

 

 

 Pedestrian Detection Certainty  
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Average 

1st 0.85 0.64 0.44 0.56 0.46 0.72 0.41 0.56 0.60 0.67 0.76 0.61 0.41 0.52 0.58 0.59 

2nd 0.86 0.65 0.41 0.52 0.60 0.80 0.44 0.53 0.62 0.68 0.77 0.55 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.60 

3rd 0.86 0.68 0.48 0.58 0.69 0.74 0.42 0.54 0.61 0.68 0.73 0.53 0.38 0.54 0.52 0.60 

4th 0.86 0.67 0.51 0.55 0.60 0.73 0.43 0.59 0.68 0.81 0.60 0.37 0.61 0.41 0.54 0.60 

5th 0.85 0.67 0.35 0.55 0.68 0.76 0.50 0.54 0.59 0.83 0.62 0.38 0.62 0.76 0.57 0.62 

                0.60 

Figure 19: Table of certainties for 13 pedestrians 
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Figure 20: Model setup for 15 pedestrians 

 Pedestrian Detection Certainty 

Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Average 

1st 0.86 0.49 0.67 0.51 0.34 0.57 0.73 0.85 0.63 0.60 0.73 0.42 0.61 0.62 

2nd 0.88 0.55 0.70 0.59 0.39 0.52 0.74 0.85 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.49 0.45 0.62 

3rd 0.85 0.58 0.67 0.45 0.32 0.54 0.72 0.70 0.59 0.71 0.59 0.44 0.49 0.59 

4th 0.89 0.44 0.60 0.55 0.28 0.51 0.73 0.85 0.63 0.60 0.73 0.42 0.61 0.60 

5th 0.87 0.43 0.75 0.57 0.31 0.52 0.72 0.79 0.64 0.51 0.64 0.48 0.50 0.59 

              0.60 

Figure 21: Table of certainties for 15 pedestrians 

 

For the high-count scenario, the range of certainties very similar to the medium count scenario, 

however the fluctuation of average certainties was reduced to 0.  

 

Looking back at the results for each pedestrian count scenario, as the pedestrian count 

increases, the average detection certainty of pedestrians decreases. The fluctuation also 

decreases. This evidence shows that although the object detection software becomes less 

certain on whether the object is in fact a pedestrian, itげs Ioﾏpeﾐsated H┞ greater reliability that 

it has given the score it should be. Even though we see a reduced average, we think the IoT 

device using this software is a reliable method for real world application as it has proved it can 

detect a wide number of pedestrians consistently with occasional loss in detection on 

pedestrians that never exceed one frame.  

 

6.1.4 - Changing the Camera Positioning around Z-axis circumference plane 

 

If two pedestrians walk directly in line with one another, we want to find the angle at which the 

computer vision IoT device can no longer distinguish Het┘eeﾐ theﾏ. Weげll assuﾏe a ヴealistiI 
distance between them (scaled down to 4 inchesぶ. Weげll also position the camera height at eye 

level to investigate the true maximum limit of performance in this given scenario. Now we re-

position the camera along a 13 inch + laptop length radius (total of 22 inches) to the front 

pedestrian along the z axis plane.  

 

As illustrated in appendix O, when the IoT is positioned perpendicular to the front pedestrian, it 

is unable to detect the rear pedestrian. Figure 21 displays a graph of pedestrian detection 

certainties of the rear pedestrian when the IoT device is positioned between various angles. 
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Figure 22: Graph of certainties when varying the angle of IoT device around circumference of 

Z- axis plane 

The optimum angle at which we achieved the optimum certainty was ~ 45-degree angle. When 

comparing the resulting certainty reading to that of previous scenarios, it was at the lowest 

range of averages. The minimum angle that the IoT device camera must be positioned to 

distinguish between both pedestrians is within the range of 14-16 degrees. The maximum angle 

was found to be ~65 degrees.  

6.1.5 - Changing the Camera Positioning along z-axis 

 

With a similar setup to our z-axis plane scenario, we want to investigate the effects of varying 

IoT device distances from the target for detection. Weげll still use ouヴ pedestヴiaﾐ ﾏodel foヴ this 
setup. We positioned the IoT device at the optimum angle of ~45-50 degrees, which was 

discovered from the previous scenario. The device was placed at varying distances both smaller 

and greater than 22 inches.  
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Figure 23: Graph of certainties when varying the distance of IoT device to target pedestrian 

 

The graph shows that the closer the IoT device is brought to the two closely positioned targets, 

the higher the certainty becomes.  

 

6.1.7 - Analysis of IoT device positioning results 

We can produce a scaled design of the optimum real-world setup for this model. If we consider 

the average number of pedestrians as the independent variable, we can use the results based on 

IoT device positioning to produce a design. 

 

 

 

 Figure 24: Model design that illustrates positioning measurements of the IoT device 

Figure 24 illustrates the possible setup of our IoT device within a real-world scenario. When we 

up-scale our measurements from inches to real-world scale, we find that the suitable height for 

an IoT device at a low count pedestrian crossing is 1.9 meters. For a medium and high-count 

crossing, the suitable height is 3.2 and 4 meters respectively. Further investigation may look at 

suitable heights for extreme pedestrian counts such as 30 or more. The camera is positioned at a 

45o angle from the typical direction of travel. Not all pedestrians will walk directly along this axis, 

but this angle remains the most appropriate. Distance to the crossing has not been specified due 

its dependency on the surface area of the crossing that the IoT device must cover within its 

plane of sight.  

 

6.1.6 - Alerting oncoming traffic while pedestrians cross on a green light 

 

When executing our けdeteIt.p┞げ sIヴipt, the terminal produces a simulation of a traffic light 

system. The terminal successfully displays 4 outputs for each iterative start-to-stop loop of our 

detection software, these are: 
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1) The number of persons detected (including any anomalous objects that have been trained 

for detection) 

2) Whether a person has or has not been detected  

3) The traffic light status 

4) The resulting display from the digital road sign 

When placing no pedestrians within the plane of sight, the following output was displayed which 

confirms that our IoT device can distinguish the difference between people and no people while 

not falsely alerting oncoming traffic.  

 

Figure 2ヵ: Terﾏiﾐal output at iﾐstaﾐIe where ﾐo people are deteIted, aﾐd lights are けG‘EENげ 

Figure 25 displays an instance where objects other than people were detected. Although these 

were detected while the traffic light displayed けG‘EENげ, our IoT device sent no communication to 

falsely alert oncoming drivers which we can is evident by the け“IGNAL OFFげ output.  

We then executed the run.py script with pedestrians to demonstrate our real-world process. As 

displayed in figure 26, when our traffic light simulation displayed け‘EDげ or けAMBE‘げ, pedestrians 

are detected but no signal is sent to the digital sign. 

 

Figure 2ヶ: Terﾏiﾐal output at iﾐstaﾐIes where people are deteIted Hut lights are けAMBE‘げ aﾐd 
け‘EDげ respectively. No signal sent 

Continuing with this execution, as the colour display changed to けG‘EENげ, as well as detecting 

pedestrians in the plane, a signal is now sent to the digital road sign alerting oncoming drivers to 

け“LOW DOWN, PEDE“T‘IAN“ C‘O““INGげ as illustヴated iﾐ figuヴe ヲ7. 

 

Figure 2Α: Terﾏiﾐal output at iﾐstaﾐIe where people are deteIted, aﾐd lights are けG‘EENげ, 
signal sent 

We allo┘ed the pヴoIess to ヴuﾐ thヴough fヴoﾏ けG‘EENげ to け‘EDげ three times while taking away and 

adding the number of pedestrians within the plane of sight ensuring the correct number were 

being detected.  
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Figure 2Β: けpedestriaﾐ.t┝tげ output file listiﾐg iﾐstances of pedestrians detected when lights are 

けG‘EENげ 

Figure 28 displays the contents of the pedestrian.txt file that was created for saving records of 

pedestヴiaﾐ deteItioﾐ ┘heﾐ lights aヴe けG‘EENげ. We Ioﾐfiヴﾏed that the sIヴipt did ﾐot sa┗e 
irrelevant data, i.e., pedestヴiaﾐs deteIted at け‘EDげ oヴ けAMBE‘げ lights as ┘ell as 0 pedestrians 

deteIted ┘heﾐ lights aヴe けG‘EENげ. Our script successfully counts the correct number of objects 

in each instance and translates this to a readable output. The file also includes information with 

regards to the time, date, and location of road crossing. 

To note, we experienced a minor problem with light contrasting. When the IoT device begins 

recording at each interval (from the window in the background). Any rush of light obscures the 

de┗iIeげs aHilit┞ to deteIt all oHjeIts at the forefront of its plane of sight. We therefore directed 

the camera at aﾐ aﾐgle thatげs more towards the road layout to reduce this contrast. 

 

6.1.7 - Brief overall note of results and comparison with real person 

 

A notable set back found when recording the Ieヴtaiﾐt┞ ヴesults ┘as the soft┘aヴeげs tendency to 

not detect pedestrians that are positioned within the plane of sight. Various factors that could 

cause this were: 

 

1) The pedestrian designs 

2) The camera resolution 

3) Contrast  

4) Anomalous objects  

Although detected with sufficient confidence, some results were unexpectedly lower, again, 

possibly due to the factors mentioned. Therefore, at this point we felt it was important to test 

the software against real people. As this investigation was undertaken during the COVID-19 

pandemic, we resorted to testing an image still.  
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Figure 29: A crowd of live music goers detected using the YOLOr software [1] 

The figure above is an image of a crowd at a music gig. We applied the software to the image 

which outputs bounding boxes to each detected person. Members in the foreground typically 

have higher detection certainties (~ 0.73) to those positioned midway (~ 0.62) and those 

towards the back (~0.44) or considerably obstructed (~ 0.32). The man displayed in the bottom 

right corner of the image has not been detected indicating that his positioning is too close but 

not because he is out of focus, as people out of focus by a greater degree are detected. When 

comparing these certainties to our setup for both various numbers of pedestrians and distance-

to-target, it would suggest that our results follow a similar trend, however images of real-life 

people compared to our model show proportionally higher certainties. The fact that smaller, 

more out of focus, or more obstructed people were detected in this image suggests that better 

image resolution improves detection rate. 

 

6.1.8 - Transferring data to the cloud  

Appendix P displays the output of our .JSON file when we applied the けJ“ON Ioﾐ┗eヴteヴげ sIヴipt to 

ouヴ けpedestヴiaﾐ.t┝tげ file. We had to slightly rearrange the output so that only one row of data 

was displayed per line. A future study could look at how we can automate this within the script. 

This simplified expression of our data sits in our S3 bucket. We then use Amazon Athena to 

direct ouヴ けpedestヴiaﾐ_Iヴossiﾐgげ database to extract this data to a table titled けpedestヴiaﾐげ as 

captured in appendix Q. A terminal within the Athena dashboard allows us to perform SQL 

queries.  
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Figure 30: A typical SQL query on our pedestrian table in Amazon Athena 

Figure 30 displays a typical query that an endpoint user may perform to find, for instance, the 

date, time, and locations when the number of pedestrians exceeded 2. The result of this query is 

illustrated in figure 31. 

 

Figure 31: The table generated from the SQL query in figure 30 

As well as improving safety, from a climate perspective, this data could be used to help towns 

aﾐd Iities go さgヴeeﾐeヴざ. The data Iould He used to fiﾐd the regions that have consistently high 

pedestrian walkers for adding vehicle congestion charges to encourage these drivers to travel by 

pavement instead of road.  

The root user of this AWS account can also keep track of bills incurred from running queries per 

TB of data as well as costs for storing the objects in S3.  
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7. Conclusion 

This dissertation describes how we were able to achieve the objectives set in section 2. We 

achieved the goal of demonstrating a means of improving pedestrian safety at road crossings. 

This project achieves the objectives set out at the beginning of the investigation by providing a 

comprehensive testing of an emerging technology within a model that can help improve the 

safety of pedestrians. Using an IoT device and automated processing when executing a python 

script within an edge network, we demonstrated how oncoming traffic, via digital road signs, can 

be alerted that pedestrians are crossing the road when traffic lights are green. We were able to 

demonstrate how this process does not require any human input once the initial command is 

executed. 

This project also seeks out and demonstrates effects and limitations on the de┗iIeげs 
performance when varying the IoTげs position, as well as varying the population and positioning 

of the targets. The setup worked well when finding an average detection certainty for each 

pedestrian count. Results confirmed the de┗iIeげs ヴeliaHilit┞ iﾐ deteItiﾐg ┗aヴious ﾐuﾏHeヴs due to 
minor fluctuation in averages. However, limitations begin to show when pedestrians become 

partially obstructed from one another and certainty decreases. We were able to find the 

optimum angle and height of the IoT device, relative to pedestrians, as well as investigating the 

effects on detecting objects when varying the distance from the target. Clear trends were found 

when alteヴiﾐg the IoTげs positioﾐ aloﾐg these diffeヴeﾐt a┝es. ‘esults sho┘ed that an angle 

between 45 and 50 degrees provides the best detection performance. Also, the closer the device 

is to the target, the better the performance, however the minimum distance is relative to the 

ﾐuﾏHeヴ of pedestヴiaﾐs that ﾏust fit the IoTげs field of sight. This could be overcome by using a 

multi camera system that works in parallel so that a real-world setup has the advantage of 

maximising detection certainty without having to compromise on unnecessarily moving the 

cameras away from the targets. Additionally, as the pedestrian count increased, our results 

showed that increasing the height of the IoT device improves performance by reducing the 

effect of obstruction.  

Our next objective was achieved by creating another python script within the edge network, that 

can extract information about pedestrians that cross the road on a green traffic light. From there 

we were able to upload the information to AWS on an Amazon S3 bucket as well as demonstrate 

how endpoint users are granted access using IAM and perform analysis using Amazon Athena.  

Our results also showed that, although the performance trends correlate to that of a real-life 

image of people, the certainties were impacted. A possible solution for this (for investigation in a 

future project) is to use a camera with better resolution and frame rate as well as arranging the 

model in a real pedestrian crossing setup. This project was also limited to capturing stills in real-

time. Future work might look at the effects on detection certainties when pedestrians are in 

motion. We also carried out the demonstration indoors. Future work could look at the effect of 

running the object detection software at various daylight/night-time hours to help further 

investigate the reliability of the IoT device. 

Collectively, these results provide evidence for the key components of a model as well as its 

details on performance optimisation which has the potential to improve pedestrian safety. As 

we begin to introduce deadlines on cutting carbon emissions, theヴeげs a ﾏuIh higheヴ Iaﾏpaigﾐ 
for travellers to walk on foot/disability aid where suitable making this project a timely solution 

to help protect the public.  
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The process described in this project is universally scalable. If introduced for real world 

application, this setup can be scaled from one or a group of crossings all the way up to a 

countrywide network of devices, all working within their edge network but sending useful 

information to one receiving point in the cloud. As demonstrated within AWS, access can be 

granted to both individual users and/or the public for analysis. This analysis can further improve 

safety by highlighting road crossings that have high pedestrian numbers crossing at certain times 

which may trigger the need to introduce more crossings or improve road layouts.  

To make this model suitable for real-world application, there needs to be improvement on the 

IoT de┗iIeげs Iaﾏeヴa so it Iaﾐ capture video in higher resolution. This will increase its range of 

distances in which it can detect pedestrians with higher certainty. As this setup would be 

outdoors, the device must work for all weathers. The process itself must pass regulations with 

authorities, such as GDPR, to eﾐsuヴe theヴeげs ﾐo data HヴeaIh when sending information to the 

cloud. There must be some degree of awareness made to the public that this system is in place, 

perhaps, introducing the digital sign type to driving theory tests. The data may require 

encryption when transferring from the edge network to the cloud to protect the information 

against unpermitted users. This can be done within AWS when setting up the S3 bucket 

(receiving point). The data is then automatically de-crypted when accessed by permitted users. 

Alternatively, to limit this threat to data theft, the data could be simplified by simply sending a 0 

or 1 if a person is detected. This method, however, has the disadvantage of not specifying the 

number of pedestrians for SQL queries in the cloud. Future work could investigate the soft┘aヴeげs 
performance limitations when varying the brightness which relates to different times of the day, 

both day and night. Different weather conditions such as heavy rainfall could also be introduced 

as a variable to test against the IoT de┗iIeげs aHilit┞ to deteIt pedestヴiaﾐs.  
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8. Future Work 

 

8.1 - Pavement Pedestrian Detection 

 

Whereas this project proposes and demonstrates how pedestrian safety can be improved when 

travelling across a road crossing, it does not consider the safety of pedestrians at roadside. A 

possible study could look at how we improve the safety of pedestrians standing at either side of 

the crossing by modifying the model in this project. The YOLOr software uses machine learning 

to detect objects. In section 4, we learnt that it divides an image into sections to predict 

bounding boxes on objects. We could find a method of training the software to distinguish and 

detect the difference between pedestrians standing roadside to those using the road crossing as 

illustrated in figure 31. 

 

 
 

 Figure 32: An image of a road crossing in Cardiff divided into three sections  

The image would be divided into three segments for training. For the two segments highlighted in 

red, we would train our machine learning model to detect pedestrians that are standing still or have 

minimal movement within a certain degree. The segment in the middle would be trained to detect 

pedestrians that are on the move and have intention to cross the street.  

But ho┘ ┘ould this iﾏpヴo┗e the safet┞ of pedestヴiaﾐs that aヴeﾐげt iﾐ the direct obstruction to 

oncoming traffic? If this is during peak work commute hours for instance, the number of pedestrians 

waiting to cross may exceed area allocated for them to do so. This could risk an overflow which 

would either encourage pedestrians to cross at a green traffic light or be unintentionally pushed into 

the road. Our edge network system would identify when this scenario occurs and subsequently 

change the traffic lights to red aﾐd/oヴ aleヴt dヴi┗eヴs that theヴeげs a high ﾐuﾏHeヴ of pedestヴiaﾐs at 
roadside. The middle segment would act accordingly to the demonstration provided in this project.  

 

8.2 - Detecting Anomalies in the Road 

 

We briefly touched on introducing an anomalous object when finding the effect it has on the 

IoTげs aHilit┞ to deteIt pedestrians. A future investigation could look at training the YOLOr 

software to detect anomalies within the pedestrian object. 
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Figure 33: Aﾐ e┝aﾏple of traiﾐed software deteItiﾐg the elderl┞ lad┞げs fall related accident  

 

Figure 32 illustrates a scenario where an elderly woman has fallen over. In this project, our 

model would detect the pedestrian but ┘ould ﾐot distiﾐguish ┘hetheヴ the┞げヴe ﾏo┗iﾐg oヴ ﾐot. 
The model in this future investigation could train the YOLOr software to distinguish between 

moving and motionless or barely moving pedestrians in the road. The subsequent response 

could be to alert drivers or change the traffic lights to red. The investigation described in this sub 

section follows on very well from section 8.1. It goes one step further to detect moving and non-

moving pedestrians in all three segments.  

 

This method of training for anomalies also has the potential to improve the safety of oncoming 

drivers. Any anomalous objects such as car debris, roadkill or objects dropped by pedestrians 

could put drivers at risk from accidents involving aversion or tyre punctures. This future 

investigation could train the software to detect these types of objects as well as fallen or 

motionless pedestrians. The edge network can then alert these drivers to slow down. 

 

8.3 - Signal Communication with Smart Cars 

 

Within our edge network, the IoT device communicates with a digital road sign to alert 

oncoming traffic that pedestrians are crossing. A future project might focus on finding other 

communicative methods that could bypass a digital road sign and be sent directly to the vehicle 

via the user interface screen. Not only could information on object types detected be alerted 

directly to the driver but other information such as: 

 

• The chances that traffic is congested due to the number of pedestrian commuters using 

road crossings 

• Information on pedestrians late at night that could be under the influence of alcohol 

crossing roads within their driving route 

• さGヴeeﾐeヴざ aヴeas that dヴi┗eヴs should a┗oid dヴi┗iﾐg ┘ithiﾐ as itげs highl┞ populated with on-

foot travellers  

The communication in this scenario isﾐげt ヴestヴiIted to a car and one IoT device within the edge 

network. An entire network of devices could feed information to the driver providing useful 

information  
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8.4 - A Complete Cloud Architecture 

 

In this project, we used Identity Access Management to grant endpoint users permissions to 

read and analyse data uploaded to Amazon S3 while stored in a database on Amazon Athena. 

These are just three of the fundamental resources that make cloud computing a beneficial use 

for this model. Future work made by researchers or industry professionals might look at how we 

can include cloud architectures to make even better use of the information received from this 

model. In subsection 8.3 we discussed how this data could be communicated directly to drivers 

via their in-built user interface screens. We could use AWS to distribute information within a 

pedestヴiaﾐげs Iuヴヴeﾐt loIatioﾐ ヴegioﾐ to theiヴ sﾏaヴtphoﾐe ┘ith updates oﾐ さpa┗eﾏeﾐt-tヴaffiIざ to 

help avoid busy crowds of people: a particularly good use during a pandemic.   

 

8.5 - Vision of a Smart City  

 

The work discussed in sub section 8.4 precedes this section well having looked at improving the 

safety of both pedestrians and drivers. A smart city uses a collection of connected IoT devices to 

monitor and extract data using a range of different sensors. So how else can we use IoT devices 

within a smart city to improve the safety and wellbeing of people?  

 

 8.5.1 – Construction 

 

Construction is a major part of any city with constant improvements and renovations made 

to buildings. IoT devices could be introduced to improve the safety of workers by identifying 

events in real time that could prevent serious injuries or even death. An IoT device that uses 

machine learning object detection could be trained to identify safety risks and breaches on 

site. For example, a hazardous tool left on the floor or piece of equipment precariously 

positioned is detected by the device, subsequently sending an alert to the site manager who 

can act accordingly to avoid accident, injury, and death. 

 

8.5.2 – Medicine 

 

IoT is already very commonly used in medicine, most prominently for monitoring patients 

remotely. An example use case is for cardiologists to identify heart arrythmia. An IoT implant 

is surgically inserted into the patient and over time it will monitor and send information on 

heart rhythm to the doctor for analysis that the┞ ┘ouldﾐげt otheヴ┘ise He aHle to do iﾐ an in-

person appointment with the patient. Future work could look further at innovative ways in 

which IoT devices can be used to remotely monitor a patient with respect to other organs. 
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9. Self Reflection 

Having taken Dヴ Padヴaig CoヴIoヴaﾐげs ﾏodule: けDistヴiHuted aﾐd Cloud Coﾏputiﾐgげ aﾐd having a 

keen interest in cloud computing and edge networks, I wanted to use this opportunity to work 

with him on a possible follow-on project from a previous publication. This publication looked at 

けmodelling pedestrian safety with respect to road traffic crashes by estimating the safety of 

pathsげ (Corcoran, 2018), making this a suitable extension to his research by looking at pedestrian 

safety from a different angle by focusing on road crossings. Iげ┗e thoヴoughl┞ eﾐjo┞ed iﾐ┗estigatiﾐg 
and reporting this project because it finds a solution to help improve of pedestrian safety.  

When starting this project, I wanted to ensure that its goals passed each criterion specified in 

the SMART objectives model. This stands for: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and 

Time frame. We ┘eヴeﾐげt tヴ┞iﾐg to iﾏpヴo┗e pedestヴiaﾐ safet┞ H┞ Io┗eヴiﾐg all ヴegioﾐs of the ヴoad. 

Instead, we chose to focus on a specific road feature in which pedestrians often put themselves 

in danger when using incorrectly. Our primary task, to construct a process that would alert 

oncoming drivers when pedestrians are crossing on a green light, ┘asﾐげt a ケuaﾐtitate oHjeIti┗e. 

But by investigating the performance limitations of the object detection software, we could set 

ourselves a measurable objective. To make this project achievable, I wanted to build on the 

skillset that I had developed through the learning side of this course. For example, using Python 

to automate the communicational process between IoT device and digital road sign, and 

computational thinking to abstract irrelevant output information within the .txt file. I think these 

examples cross over partially with the criteria that the project is realistic. When using the YOLOr 

software, it was very much off the shelf as the ability to train the software to detect new objects 

or traits within objects is not currently within my skillset and easily learnt within the time given 

to complete the project. I also didﾐげt ha┗e the resources to train a deep learning model as this 

would require a graphics processing unit (GPU). A GPU can take days if not weeks to train a deep 

learning model which would add further issues with time. In terms of the time frame criteria, an 

important skill I practiced in this project was time management. With the scope of the task, I 

found it useful to allocate deadline goals and keep to them to the best of my ability. Having 

started a new job that overlapped with this course, I had to remain, somewhat, strict between 

time each allocated to the job and the project, but this did prove a difficult task. 

Throughout the project, I had weekly meetings with Padraig to discuss progress and planning for 

upcoming stages. It was useful to have these discussions to brainstorm ideas on what variables 

and methods sufficiently test the performance of the computer vision-based object detection 

soft┘aヴe as ┘ell as the possiHle futuヴe pヴojeIts that Iould pヴeIede this ┘oヴk, soﾏe of ┘hiIh Iげd 
be very keen to be involved with. One method that I used to advance the project was using 

iterative processing. I first worked towards achieving a minimum viable process that successfully 

achieves the goals of this objective. I then looked back at how this process could be improved. 

Foヴ e┝aﾏple, the output of the けpedestヴiaﾐ.t┝tげ file. As ┘ell as the useful pedestヴiaﾐ iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ, 
I had some background terminal output generated by the software that would have no use for 

uploading to the cloud or to be analysed by end users. With that removed, I now had the 

number of pedestrians detected at a date and time. I wanted to think about what else also could 

be useful for analysis or to keep better record of which IoT device within the network this 

oIIuヴヴed. Thatげs ┘heヴe I deIided to also include location as another output. The discussions with 

Padraig were iterative in the sense that we built on ideas during each meeting, and it 

encouraged me to think outside the box, especially when writing the future work section. For 

the future section, I wanted to find topics for research on additional IoT use cases such as 

improving driver safety.  
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I decided to write this dissertation at the same time as creating and carrying out the model 

demonstration as each element provided new inspirational ideas for the other component. I 

would describe the writing and demonstration components as a collaborative process. The table 

of contents acted as the plan when writing this dissertation which was helpful given the size of 

the piece of writing. It would allow me to add notes and ideas conjured throughout the project. I 

also made good use of the comments to remind myself of things that should be added. I wrote 

the aims and objectives just before I started carrying out the demonstration. It provided me with 

a clear idea as to what outcomes we should be achieving having completed the practical side.  

I believe this project lays good fundamental groundwork for using computer vision-based object 

detection and machine learning to provide a solution that improves pedestrian safety. I hope it 

can encourage peers to continue working on this solution for it to be, one day, applied to the 

real world.  
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